April 4, 14-16: Sam Coleman (University of Hertfordshire)  
Panpsychism's problem with suffering

April 16, 14-16: Maja Spener (University of Birmingham)  
Can we calibrate introspective measures of consciousness?

April 23, 11-13: Gianfranco Soldati (University of Fribourg)  
Buck-passing on truth: Brentano’s account

May 8, 14-16: Pii Telakivi (University of Helsinki)  
From extended cognition to extended consciousness

May 22, 15-17: Davide Dalla Rosa (University of Frankfurt)  
Two arguments against a property-dependent account of perceptual demonstrative thought

June 10-11: Workshop “Mind, Art and Technology”  
Speakers:  
Marta Benenti (University of Murcia)  
Elvira Di Bona (University of Turin)  
Jussi A. Saarinen (University of Jyvaskyla)  
Enrico Terrone (University of Genoa)

June 14, 11-13: Jussi A. Saarinen (University of Jyvaskyla)  
Situated mind and artistic creativity

June 27, 14-16: Monima Chadha (University of Oxford)  
tba

Co-funded by: Philosophy of Mind IUSS Project; PRIN 2022 PNRR Higher-Order Perceivable Properties (HOPP).

Venue: Palazzo del Broletto, Piazza della Vittoria, 15 IUSS, 27100 Pavia.  
Online Venue: Zoom links will be circulated in advance.  
Organizers: Giulia Piredda (giulia.piredda@iusspavia.it), Alfredo Tomasetta (alfredo.tomasetta@iusspavia.it).